Who is in your family?

My dad, my mom, and my sisters Sierra and Daphnee. They always want to play with me! My sisters are 3 and 6 years old. We also have a dog named Chase. He loves to run in the mud and play with sticks in the house!

Every weekend my family spends time outside. We go for walks, or play games outside. My journal this week is about my dog Chase. I love spending time outside and with...
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About Me

My dad, my mom, and my sisters Sierra and Daphnee. They always want to play with me! My sisters are 3 and 6 years old. We also have a dog named Chase. He loves to run in the mud...

Mrs Cooper • 5 months ago

It was great to meet your siblings and parents at the student-led conference yesterday! I look forward to bumping into Chase on the playground one afternoon.

Mrs Morin • 5 months ago

I can't wait for all my friends to meet Chase! We adopted him from a shelter, and he is my favourite dog.

26 minutes ago
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Write a reflection...
Every weekend my family spends time outside. We go for walks, or play games outside. My journal this week is about my dog Chase. I love spending time outside and with my family. I love to spend time with Chase. He plays with me, and then lays in the shade.

This weekend I practiced my music I learned in class and sang it to my dog Chase. I could tell he liked it because his ears were straight up and he looked at me the whole time! We had a lot of fun.

Sounds like you had a great weekend Noah! It was nice to hear you explain your weekend.

In the summer we have a blow up pool that we like to splash in. Chase will run through the sprinkler with us, and jump in the pool. This is one of my favourite memories. We read a book this week about summer fun, and
Favourite Job

8 months ago

Who do I want to become? Who am I?

Veterinarian

Veterinarians care for the health of animals and work to improve public health. They research, diagnose, and treat medical conditions and diseases of pets, livestock, and other animals.

I watched a video on the job page about veterinarians. I like how they help animals when they are sick. I remember when we took Chase to the veterinarian when he got sprayed by a skunk. The veterinarian was very nice and made him smell better.

8 months ago

DM

You would make a fantastic veterinarian, Noah! Can you describe to me what the work environment is like?

Mrs Morin • 8 months ago

Veterinarians work in a clinic or hospital. Sometimes, they have to travel to farms to help larger animals like horses.

8 months ago

DM

That's correct, Noah! You did a very good job at searching the

Write a reflection...
Math Goal

To solve a word problem on my own by December

Action Plan

- I will complete my math homework
- I will look for and highlight keywords
- I will circle the numbers
- I will draw pictures to help me solve the problem and show my work

Mathematics, My Goals, My Learning

I am very proud of you, Noah, for completing your math homework this week! You did a great job circling the numbers and drawing pictures to help you solve the problem. What does highlighting the key words do when you try to solve a problem?

Mrs Morin • 8 months ago

Today in class we used highlighters to spot the key words in math problems. I think it helps me to find out what is important, and to make sure I do not rush a problem. I am checking it off my Action Plan!

29 days ago

Can you explain when drawing a picture helped you solve a math problem? Why do you think it helped you?

Mrs Morin • 12 days ago

Pictures can help me remember the problem, and try to find the answer. I have used a ruler to draw a number line, and it helped me when I was subtracting bigger numbers. I could draw where I was going on the number line.

10 days ago
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What is your favourite subject?

9 months ago
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My Favourite Subject

Music

Ms. White comes to my classroom to teach us music. I love to sing and play the bongos!

9 months ago

Great job playing the bongos and helping your peers this morning, Noah! Your energy in music class is fantastic. Keep up the great work!

9 months ago

Here's a recording of me playing the bongos at home. Practice makes perfect!

5 months ago

Wonderful to hear the audio of you playing the bongos!

a minute ago
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What are your attributes?

9 months ago
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My Attributes

Empathy

Today, I presented in front of my class. I talked about what I would like to be when I grow up. I think that veterinarians need to show empathy. I will need to show empathy to the families of the animals I take care of when I become a veterinarian. They may be sad or worried and I will need to make them feel comfortable and happy by helping their pet.

9 months ago

DM

For the month of October, our class is working on developing and showcasing empathy. You made a great connection of relating empathy to the work of veterinarians. Well done, Noah. In your own words, can you explain what empathy means?

Mrs. Morin • 8 months ago

To me, empathy means to understand how someone else is feeling even if you are not in the same situation. I plan to show empathy to my friends and younger sisters when they are sad to make them feel better.
Organization Goal

Organize my work space

Action Plan

- Separate my work in subject-specific binders
- Throw out the trash from my desk
- Recycle extra paper in my desk
- Sharpen pencils and pencil crayons
- Replace borrowed items to the owner

Show Comments?

Today in class we were given time to clean our desks and cubbies out. I was able to throw out the trash from my desk, and will check off from my action plan!

29 days ago

We will be handing out new folders for subjects on Friday. Why did you decide to have this as your goal? What will you do to keep your work space organized for the future?

Mrs. Miller • 17 days ago

I will put all new pieces of work in the correct binders, and at the end of the day make sure that around my desk is clean from any trash. I will give back anything I borrow right after I am finished using the item. This will help keep my space clean!

12 days ago
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